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How might a teacher use Explain Everything
to create content for students?

Student Answer
math notes for review, preteaching, or home 
bound students
projects and putting in notes and ideas with links 
and images.  I would like students to use it in 
literary circle.
As reviews.  
As video resources for my students or Blended 
Learning. 
As reflection or Exit Tickets
teacher created videos for "Flipped HW" 
experiences
silent teach of a math concept
create a silent sollution slide with irregular preterit 
verb conjugation process, assign students 
(spanish 2) to record their "how to conjugate" 
explination.
online content in a flipped classroom
My K kids take pics of their writing and record 
themselves read. We did the pumpkin lifecycle. 
They did each page of the cycle and upload to 
photos that turns it into a book.
Using a student solution with other students
I like the virtual manipulatives!
using manipulatives for cell cycle
silent solution for punnet squares
Play with syntax and developing paragraphs...
Student portfolio work and then import into See 
SAw?
think-pair-share activities
Using the app as a sorting activity/scavenger 
hunt.
reflections
story sequence/retell with visuals



Flipped classroom setup
I love the squares!  I can't wait to try it in other 
content areas.
i had't thought of the puzzle aspect - but will be 
using it
another outlet for quiet students to share there 
genius ideas
As a teacher i use it to document my orofessional 
learning to my professional leaders
student (and parent) tutorials, silent solutions, 
manipulatives, rti differentiation
reflection
Kindergarten use- correct letter formation.
Video Tutorials
flipped classroom
manipulatives
Students can crete a Book report movie,
pre-assessment
flipped classroom or extra tutorials
similar to silent solutions, but do 1 thing wrong to 
see if students catch it
allows students to visit as many times as needed.
i will be using explain everything for my calculus 
kids to narrate their sketchnotes.
verb conjugation for languages
students showing different strategies for addition 
and subtraction
This is a fabulous tool for language development 
for ELL students or foreign language learners. i 
uses Explain evreything for stdudent reflections of 
their learning about everything.
as virtual manipulatives
To show not just to tell
show how to annotate text
short videos posted to class website explaining 
key concepts so students can review concepts if 
stuck



As a tech coach, use to have a silent solution for 
an in the moment help desk tool for common tech 
questions.
Love silent solutions
storytelling visually
student led lessons
Taking the Tarsa game pieces and making them 
virtual for kids who can not be in class.;)
Reteaching lower students while you continue 
moving on with the resf of class.
reflections - share understanding visually and 
verbally.
students sharing ideas with me and others
virtual manipulatives
synonym/antonym puzzles!
Explain difficult concepts in a flipped classroom 
model.
Students teaching other students.
For students to show/explain their writing plan
love the puzzle manipulative for science 
vocabulary
love the sub idea since not many subs know our 
content - art!


